University Receives Grant For Foreign Policy Institute

$113,000 Contributed by Richardson Foundation; Foreign Policy Institute Headed by Strauss-Hupe

Establishment of a foreign policy research institute here at the University has been made possible by a grant of $113,000 by The Richardson Foundation of Greensboro, North Carolina, President Harrell, announced.

The activities of the institute, which will be headed by Dr. Robert Strausz-Hupe, professor of Political Science at the University and chairman of the graduate program in International Relations, will be conducted with the study of major problems of international relations and their implications for the foreign policy of the United States.

In a speech given with the announcement of the Richardson Foundation's gift, Daily Pennsylvanian learned that the institute has a dual purpose.

The second purpose of the study is to provide basic information on which to base a foreign policy toward different countries.

Experience has shown, he furthered, that in some areas we have been successful, but in others our effectiveness is dubious.

The new institute will be dedicated to the study of the foreign policy of the United States in regard to the major countries of the world.

Dr. Strausz-Hupe will be associated with the institute.

The first project of the institute will be to study the foreign policy of the United States in regard to the major countries of the world.

The institute will be dedicated to the study of the foreign policy of the United States in regard to the major countries of the world.

Dormitory Office Accepts Registration During April

Students Being in Residence Are: Brooks, Cornell, Conx, E. F. Smith, Fuller, Hopkins, Lady, Lippincott, Memorial Tower, Morgan, Morris, N. Y. Alumni, Pravetz, Smith, and Wilson dormitories, and wishing to occupy their present rooms for next year may sign their leases at the Dormitory Office on March 21, 22, and 23, according to Dr. Eugene Rein, assistant dean.

In signing their leases they must register their choice of rooms at the Dormitory Office on April 18, 19, and 20.

W.H. Auden Reads His Poetry Hindered by Audience, Acoustics

Hampsted by an audience, the members of which had apparently just gotten out of bed with bad coughs, and an acoustically imperfect sound system, W. H. Auden reads selections from his Friday night.

In verse in the University Auden, who won the Pulitzer Prize for poetry in 1948, appeared both at the beginning and end of his readings to be somewhat ill at ease and unsure of himself. With the exception of these lapses, however, his readings brought across the interpretation his desired.

Auden's reading was divided into three sections. The first, into his section of "The Orators," Auden included "Winds," "Woods," "Mountains," "Lakes," "Islands," and "Serenity.

The second section of poems roused from error in form from the railroad tracks to a poem of milieu, "Nocturne." Following this noontime, he concluded with a selection of four works based on times of day.

Patricia Clarkson Named Queen At Ball Climaxing I-F Week

Patricia Clarkson (top row, third from right), who was crowned Queen of the I-F Ball on Friday night, is shown surrounded by the other finalists in the contest, which was judged at a cocktail party Friday afternoon at the Union. Miss Clarkson was named Queen by Robert Blake, of the Delta Kappa Epsilon fraternity.

The other finalists from left to right are: (bottom row) Barbara Farnham, of Chi Omega; Barbara M. Stake, of Kappa Sigma; Suzanne Boudreaux, Shirley Katz, Suzanne Richards and Patricia Ann Weil.

Eight Finalists Vie for Pennsylvania Title; Contestants Honored at Cocktail Party Tuesday

Shown are the eight "Mr. Pennsylvanians" finalists. They are: David B. Kerns, Beta Sigma; Alan Leverette, Alpha Mu; Howard Greenwald, Theta Chi; Robert W. Reti, Sigma; Martin Martin, Mu; Patricia Clarkson, Epsilon; Zeta Beta Tau; Henry McClellan of Sigma Nu; and Thomas Stunk of Mag and Wig.
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Editor: The Daily Pennsylvania:

How glad I am that a word has been said against the "unnecessary enforcement of the 'Ivy League' Club". It is true that pressure from minority religious groups in your community can create an atmosphere of intolerance. The pressure points for the police to "all quietly in the corner". It is an indication that the very man who is technically not old enough to be able to use judgment when drinking alcoholic beverages is perhaps the dummy of the party. For we were there one day when an immature boy suddenly falls and kills a policeman. This notion becomes a straight-thinking, mature human being over the age of 21, and perhaps the "unnecessary enforcement of the 'Ivy League' Club". It is an indication that the very man who is technically not old enough to be able to use judgment when drinking alcoholic beverages is perhaps the dummy of the party. For we were there one day when an immature boy suddenly falls and kills a policeman. This notion becomes a straight-thinking, mature human being over the age of 21, and perhaps the "unnecessary enforcement of the 'Ivy League' Club".
150-lb. Crew Prepares For Vigorous Schedule

by Ed Keptia

Coach Bill Myers’ 150 pound crew team is presently preparing for a season which will pit it against many of the finest eight-man teams in the East in the fall. To date, the team has been in the water two times and, along with APPS, Thora Chi and Kaipo Sun, will meet Cornell and Princeton action in the Red Division on Tuesday. Pi Lambda Phi edged Fkpi Kappa, put for the varsity championship with the final slate of 3-12. Playoffs will start Wednesdays and Saturdays.

LOCAL MOVIE GUIDE

Nixon (Argo, 40 cents) 8:30
EVERY NIGHT
700 BALCONY SEATS
40
LATE SHOWS 9:15 and 9:45
1st Run West Philadelphia
Downstairs
UPSTAIRS
BLINDSIDE ACTION! "THE AMERICANS"
Glen Ford  C. Robert Johnson Eva New One  Abe Dane
THEODORE, S.L.B. Price (Arts) OCTOBER 10TH SCENIC!

State 8:30 20th Century Fox
SHOES
THREE MUSKETEERS
Richard Burton
PRINCE OF FLIES
Byrd
1950 LEAGUES UNDER THE SEA
Columbia
GRAND CANYONSCAPE
with Marlon Brandi.
Rivoli
1950 LEAGUES UNDER THE SEA
Kirk Douglas
KING SOFIA
“GLASS MENAGERIE”
Frank Lovejoy
I WAS A CONSPIRATOR FOR THE FBI
Apollo 8:30 20th Century Fox
SPIDER-MAN
Edward G. Robinson
NO ESCAPE
Ambassador
TUESDAY, MARCH 22
"MISSISSIPPI GAMBLER"
Alex Gudajanss
"MAN IN A WHITE SUIT"

Tennis Prospects Begin Outdoor Work Monday

With four days of indoor practice in the Palestra under their belts, the varsity tennis teams are looking forward to the beginning of intensive outside work next Monday. Until Friday, only practice sessions will be devoted to the freshmen, and lifting up for the varsity.

Coach Wallace Johnson will be banking on the services of five returning lettermen—captains Charles Rieger, Morris Krome, Dennis Brown, Paul Myers and Ted Meik. To carry the Quaker varsity through its 15-game schedule, Johnson sees an excellent possibility for the number one spot between Rieger and Krome.

Indoors only during the cold winter months, competition has been so keen that none of the other positions in the book is definitely decided. This year’s team, regarded as one of the best ever, was the result of a battle for the number one spot between Rieger and Krome.

Positions Underlined

The lightweights have been practicing on the Schuylkill River since September, working indoors only during the cold winter months. Competition has been so keen that none of the other positions in the book is definitely decided. This year’s team, regarded as one of the best ever, was the result of a battle for the number one spot between Rieger and Krome.
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Vapors Oarsmen Qualify for Pan-Am Crew Finals

The Vesper Boat Team, consisting of Quaker men from the University of Pennsylvania crew men, have claimed the finals in the first Pan-American Games in Mexico City.

George 건, and George Herrmann, both of the two-oared shell, were each awarded in the handicap till the first place. The crew is looking forward to the beginning of Inter-Continental Leagues this year, which includes two University of Pennsylvania vessels among the top teams.

The netmen also dropped a 12-pound shot put, broad jump, and the two ser-

Frosh Baseball

The freshman baseball squad will hold its last practice before the start of the spring season at Murphy Field. This is a compulsory practice session which all freshmen must attend.

The frost, under the tutelage of new coach George Turi, will open its schedule on April 20 against Drexel.

An 11-game schedule has been planned for the freshmen. All coaches are looking forward to better last season’s record of three wins and one loss.
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Hindu Philosopher Tells Indian Aims

(Continued from Page One)

other reasons, the Brahmins explicated the lower classes there was no strength in the Indian people to resist first the Moslem invaders in India. In the year 711, under the pressure of the invasion in the 11th century and the social system became as an example, the Brahmins explained that Hindus do not believe, the Swami pointed out, in individual progress rather than social progress, for it is in this category that the world will always be the same.

Bhxirs

Bela Gamma Sigma Interviews

Bela Gamma Sigma members will be.

program scheduled with sports tracks, weather.

CONCERT MATINEE — your best, Vis. Races.

MULTIPLE PARADES — with

CONCERT — your second, S. Races.

5:05 NEWS IN BRIEF

PLUFFER PARADE — with

6:30 LUCKY STREAKS NEWS

6:55 SUNSET SERENADE — colorful

7:20 THE NAVY SHOW

7:45 NEWS BRIEF

7:45 AROUND OUR TOWN — social

7:45 SPORTS PICTURE — sports

8:00 SPEAKERS OF MUSIC — prominent

8:10 LUCKY STREAKS NEWS

8:40 LUCKY STREAKS NEWS — prominent

9:10 LUCKY STREAKS NEWS

9:30 FASHIONS — show tunes

10:05 CONTRAST

10:15 OLD GOLD DREAM DATE

10:45 RUDDY NORMAN SHOW

11:15 RUDDY NORMAN SHOW — trio

12:15 RUDDY NORMAN SHOW — trio

AFTER HOURS — Bob Langley with Mark Strickland and music

jazz on your dial

DEADLINE APRIL 1ST

AUTO TAGS

Richard B. Byrant

Notary Public

Camper Location

3041 Spruce Street

24 hr. Service

Open till 10 P.M.

Twelve Squads Qualify

For I-F Bowling Playoffs

(Courtesy From Page Two)

the league's third and fourth place teams, Beta Sigma Rho and Phi Gamma Delta.

In the Blue League Lambda Chi Alpha clinched top honors by splitting four games with second place Beta Theta Pi. Division play-offs get underway Thursday, and will include the league's other two first-division teams, Delta Upsilon and Sigma Alpha Epsilon.

The winners of the league play-offs will meet to determine the overall I-F titles.

CLASSIFIED ADS

CLASSIFIED ADS

Optical Repairs...Prompt, Masterful, friendly, expert, frames adjusted.

For I-F Bowling Playoffs


ROAST LOIN OF PORK

mustard sauce

Dinner 5:00 to 7:00

roast beef! in the round

Cooklyn Dairies Supply:

Norman's Wilford's

Marlyn Soda Shoppe

Gusman

You'll SMILE of Chesterfield's quality—mildness refreshing taste.

You'll SMILE your approval of Chesterfield's smoothness—mildness refreshing taste.

You'll SMILE your approval of Chesterfield's quality—lowest nicotine.

You'll SMILE your approval of Chesterfield's smoothness—mildness refreshing taste.

You'll SMILE your approval of Chesterfield's quality—mildness refreshing taste.

Put a SMILE in your SMOKING!